
the literature review
English 890: Seminar in Composition Research



Purpose

to understand the topic

to situate your own study in ongoing conversation

to develop your own ideas

to demonstrate knowledge



Purpose

to describe work done in a specific area

to evaluate that work



Purpose

continuing a larger “story”

the lit review is “the story so far”

convergence of multiple “story lines”



Types of Review

seminar paper on a topic

stand-alone review of literature

part of an intro (or separate section) of article

part of larger thesis/dissertation project



The “Literature”

scholarly articles

books

conference presentations

dissertations/theses

theoretical/conceptual “think pieces”

data-based research



Assessing the Literature

who wrote it? 

when was it written?

what is it about?

how good is it?



The “Literature”

A

B

C

Major Work

Respond/Expand



Finding the Literature

online databases

annotated bibliographies

stand-alone review articles

recent articles on your topic (esp. their lit reviews)



Reading the Literature

read easier articles first

read abstracts, scan articles

note main conclusions initially

then read for depth (of methods, theoretical frameworks, 
etc.)



The Annotated Bibliography

record full reference

summarize argument/findings

include relevant direct quotes



From Literature to Review

discover patterns and relationships among literature

develop and connect your own ideas to the literature



Where to Review?
in the introduction

to establish the importance of research problem

to make the case for doing study

in the literature review

to synthesize and critique work that has been done on 
the topic

in the discussion of findings

to show how your study extends, modifies, or 
contradicts previous work



Organizing the Review

introduction

body

conclusion



Introduction
overview of topic or issue

preview overall trends in the literature

articulate scope of the review (what did you include/
exclude? why?)

explain sequence of review (why did you organize the 
way you did?)

establish purpose for reviewing literature (what is your 
point of view?)



Body
organize literature according theme, approach, or 

chronology

summarize studies/articles in detail commensurate with 
importance (longer summary = more important)

explain what contributions each study/article makes to 
understanding of the subject

critically assess the literature according to strengths and  
weaknesses of findings, methods, etc.

put sources into “conversation” with each other



Conclusion

review major contributions to field

evaluate current state of scholarship/research on your 
topic

highlight inconsistencies or “gaps” in knowledge

establish need for your own study



Numbers

15-20 pages

10-15 major sources 
(i.e., sources that you treat at any length)

various minor sources (treatable in short citations)


